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The Body of the Book:
The Media Transition from Manuscript to Print

More Durable than Bronze 
"Now I have created your image in marble, if you deign to receive favorably the verses already begun. Soon I will fix it in gold, in the Temple of Minerva, that is to say, in the pure hearts of scholars." (From a leaflet concerning the victory of Charles V over France, 1525).
With these words, Viennese professor of rhetoric Johann Alexander Brassican recommended epigrams praising the government bureaucrats of Lower Austria in 1525. Verses, as hard as marble statues and eventually as valuable as gold, would recall the secretaries and councillors for all time, not only in a temple but everywhere in the hearts of the scholarly world. It is an old argument that memory preserved in writing is more permanent than any other monument. The elder Pliny already knew that immortality depended on the use of papyrus (Nat. hist. XIII, 21). The humanist panegyrists around 1500 believed they had immediate proof: the rediscovered writings of antiquity preserved the names of kings and senators, of generals and artists. Was it not reasonable to promise the same to one's own patron, especially insofar as he was only willing to support scholarly verses (and their authors) that immortalized his name? 
The argument seemed convincing, and yet one important difference escaped notice: the altered communications situation and the change of the medium. The appeal of advertisements like Bras-sican's depended on a history in which select texts in single manuscripts were brought back to life after the passage of time. But what would happen if suddenly everywhere an army of writers engaged in the business of immortality? What if their texts no longer circulated in small groups as manuscripts, but were suddenly available everywhere in great numbers as printed leaflets? Technical reproduction might have seemed at first a chance to preserve writing for everyone and for all time, but it abolished traditional selection mechanisms that established what is worth knowing and preserving. Written and printed monuments ceased to be monuments capable of recalling memories. 
Brassican promises monuments of solid materials, marble and gold, but delivers a few pages of printed paper, a material that is, as we know, perishable and hardly permanent. He promises a precious and desirable object, but his leaflet was of little value, and almost no one held on to it. He promises a work of art that is unique or nearly so, having only a few replicas in a sacred site; but this kind of broadsheet has no particular place. Addressing virtually everyone, it concerns no one in particular. The place in the hearts of the scholarly world that was promised the Austrian bureaucrats was none too certain. Verses of praise and those praised were both fairly soon forgotten. 
It is worthwhile to look from today's standpoint at the deep rift in the writing culture during the time of early print. The change wrought by the advent of print in the organization of knowledge and the social function of writing of that time was as drastic as the change wrought by the advent of electronic media today. I will not discuss the complex assumptions and consequences of book printing (see Eisenstein 1979) but will deal instead with a particular problem, the materiality of writing and its medium (marble, paper) and, along with this, the change in attitude toward time and duration and the change in perception of text and tradition. All these concepts are topics of contemporary discussion, yet in an entirely different sense. Classifieds announce the "dematerialized" newspaper of the twenty-first century, and funeral orations are held in public for the book, that cumbersome object of information conveyance. The networking of all pieces of knowledge promises an immense acceleration of progress, that is to say, the irrelevance of anything that is old. Text is only the transitory product of the personal computer, between one proof and another. We cannot yet predict the continuing course of the process that was put in motion with the first technical revolution of writing culture. One should be cautious regarding historical parallels between the advent of printing and that of electronic media, and teleological assumptions proved to be wrong anyway, but the reactions of that time are telling insofar as they reflect certain conditions of modern writing culture in terms of resentments and exaggerated expectations, as well as the difficulty the established cultural system had in adjusting to these conditions. 
Reproduction and Aura 
Multiplication (multiplicand) was one of the main points in the praise of the new invention (Widmann 1972: 253). But very soon the other side of the coin was discovered, the "overabundance of writing" (vile dergschrifft), the fact that everything was printed with little concern for selection and correctness, "for profit alone" (alley n vffgewynn), and as a "great scam" (grofi beschisJJ). Books lost value everywhere (nu'tz gelten liberal) and along with them the scholars, who were now replaced by "rude people" (geburen) (Brant  1968: chap. 103, vv. 77-78, 98-104). According to Brant, selection and refinement of the written tradition are taken away from the only competent faculty, scholars. Ecclesiastical and governmental control of writing grows more and more difficult (Schreiner 1984). If it were true, as the Parisian theologian Guillaume Fichet claimed around 1470, that everything that can be said or thought can be immediately written and preserved for posterity by movable type (Swierk 1972: 81), then the memory capacity of the cultural system would be overstressed and oblivion would be the result. Conrad Gesner asserts in 1545, after almost a hundred years of printing, that books disappear as quickly as they are produced. He demands the establishment of public libraries at least for the valuable old manuscripts, as the apparently unlimited possibilities of reproduction by print lead to arbitrariness and uselessness (Gesner 1966: 3r). The written word loses the "aura" that it possessed in medieval culture as a guarantor of truth, as a vessel of arcane knowledge, even as a component of magical practices.
This trivialization of the written was counteracted from the beginning by the attempt to save the aura of the medium, artificial writing (artificialiter scribere). God Himself gave humankind the new invention, because the requirement for writing had surpassed the work capacity of the scribe to the point that science and the handing down of sacred truth were endangered. Now a printer could produce more pages in a single day than could a scribe in a whole year (see Swierk 1972: 81, for further examples). Early on the new art was called "divina ars." The colophon of Justinian's Institutions (1468) compares the inventors with the greatest artisans of the Old Testament, who built the tabernacle and the temple furnishings. ("Moses cannot complete the plan of the tabernacle, nor can Salomon complete the temple, without ingenious craftsmen. Thus, the one who is greater than Salomon (= Christ) creates anew Bezaleel and Hyram (i.e., Gutenberg) wishing to renew the Church"). What Bezaleel and Hyram contributed to the cult of Jehovah was accomplished by Gutenberg and Fust for the renewal
of the Church by Christ. Books are tabernacles of God's truth: "In libris posuisti procul dubio tabernaculum tuum" (Bury i960: 16). If God is not Himself claimed to be the inventor, print is at least placed among the cultural technologies that humanity owes to mythical heroes (cf. Polidorus Vergilius 1502: xxxvii r/v). And if the product of the press is fleeting and subject to rapid deterioration, at least the more solid quality of the writing material is emphasized: not the brittle reed, stylus, or quill but brazen letters made for longevity (see Swierk 1972: 82, for further examples). In any case, such arguments could not conceal the fact that book printing did not create a new temple as a center of Christianity but instead decentralized the Christian world. Nor could they conceal that ordinary means of control of writing and criteria of relevance were shoved aside or subjected to the needs of the market. 
Very early on, print separated itself from traditional centers of writing (bishops' seats, religious convents, and universities). It became a profit-oriented commerce that had to meet the varied and growing demand of a diverse and predominantly urban society with its antagonistic interests. Although at the end of the fifteenth century it was still possible for a bishop of Mainz to oblige the printers of a town like Frankfurt to subject themselves to censorship, in the long run an effective control of all production sites, not to mention those prints that could be exported, was far beyond the capabilities of any political institutions of the time. And no matter what was written about the durability of the press in comparison with the pen, its product was no longer the costly treasure that was preserved with care and passed on from generation to generation. 
Longevity of the Codex Versus Longevity of the Text 
The notorious and curious words of Abbot Johannes Trithemius (1462–1516) in his Praise of the Scribe (De laude scriptorum, 1494) express how the nature of the written tradition changed along with the material characteristics of the medium. He reminds his Benedictine brethren of their duty to copy sacred books: The devotion of the scribe is more valuable than the office of the preacher because the admonition of the preacher disappears in time, but the message of the scribe lasts for many years. The preacher only speaks to thosepresent, whereas the scribe also preaches to those in the future.  When the preacher dies, his work is finished; the scribe continues to be a teacher of morality even after his death. (Trithemius 1973: 58) These are well-known arguments supported by quotations from Church Fathers and theologians. But are they not rendered obsolete by printing, which reproduces the sacred text much faster and for many more readers? The answer:
Who is ignorant of the difference between writing [scriptura] and printing [impressura]? A manuscript, written on parchment, can last a thousand years. How long will print, this thing of paper [res papirea] last? It is quite a lot if it can last two hundred years in a volume of paper [in volumine papireo}. Actually, no matter how many books are printed, there will never be so many printed that one couldn't find something to copy that hasn't yet been printed. Hardly anyone will have access to all books or be able to buy them. But even if all the books in the world were printed, the devout scribe should never lessen his zeal. He should copy the usable prints and thereby give them longevity, since otherwise they would not last long. In so doing, the scribe grants stability to instable writings [scripturis mutantibus]. He gives value to those of little worth and longevity to those subject to deterioration. The devout scribe will always find a task by which he will do a great service. He is not restrained by external conditions like the printer. He is free and rejoices in his freely performed task. He is in no way inferior to the printer, and his zeal must not weaken because the other prints. (Trithemius 1973: 62, 64)
D. Mertens (1983) has elucidated the background of this strange admonition. Trithemius is concerned with the reform of his order. It is therefore not a contradiction when elsewhere he praises printing and when he even benefits from its potential by giving his Praise of the Scribe to the press. He recognizes two main problems: selection and longevity. Not all manuscripts are printed and especially few from the Benedictine tradition (Mertens 1983: 92). Printing therefore does not encompass the entire stock of writing. Whatever is excluded has little chance of being passed on. A sufficient and standard demand must first exist in order for the effort to pay off. The rapid rise and fall of some shops and the number of business failures (see Chrisman 1982) testify to how the market corrects a publisher's bad decisions with brutal efficiency. The considerations that the printer must take into account are summarized by Trithemius as "restrictive conditions" (constringi sub conditione impressoris). This he juxtaposes with the "freedom" of the scribe. The opposition between the "seven liberal arts" of the noble and the bound artes mechanicae of the artisan earning his living may be the background of this assertion. However, Trithemius also describes two ways in which texts of a past culture are handed down: extraneous conditions, and free and responsible decisions (the latter assuring results of a more durable nature). Above all, the longevity of the text is linked to writing material. "Printing is a matter of paper and deteriorates quickly" (Trithemius 1973: 34). This is obviously a weak argument; it is based on false assumptions concerning the longevity of paper and disregards the possibility of printing on parchment—even if it is true that printing was done primarily on paper, that only the mass production of paper had allowed the development of the new technology, and that only texts of extraordinary subject matter sometimes were done on parchment (Mertens 1983). It is striking, however, that Trithemius is concerned less with the life of the text than with the life of the body of the text, that is, the individual codex. He therefore advocates the copying of prints, including his own Praise of the Scribe, onto parchment. This can only be understood in the framework of the manuscript culture. Jean Gerson, chancellor of the Sorbonne, made similar arguments around 1400: "A piece of writing can last not just for a short time, but for 10, 100, or 1,000 years, and this not only by itself [in se] but also by the multiplication of the exemplars [per multiplied [………………………………………………………………………………………………….]
tionem exemplariorum] that are copied from the original" (Gerson 1973: 425). Reproduction is the worse alternative because every copy is a variation if not a change of the original. A reduction of the steps of reproduction ensures the integrity of the text. Gerson criticizes the many incapable scribes and the many corruptions of texts. He recommends "drinking" as closely to the "source" of truth as possible, at the "scripta veterum," this being the works of the ancients as well as the written texts. Hence, a text on parchjnent lasting a thousand years is more trustworthy than a chain of ten texts on paper, copied from each other, but each enduring only a short time (Gerson 1973: 428). Only the sound body of his book can guarantee the author a life after death. Otherwise the costs and labors of writing are lost. 
The Book as Body
Writing survives as a physically present object in the body of a book. If medieval culture is performance, the interaction of voice and bodies, as P. Zumthor (1987b) demonstrates, then that culture also had a far more corporeal conception of writing than the age of the early print had. The comparison holds all the more true for the age of the ubiquitously available writing of electronic media. Writing not only is more permanent than speech, but also, strangely enough, has a stronger effect on the senses. This is in any case the opinion of Richard de Bury (1287-1345) in his famous Philobiblon (1345). Truth that appears – with Boethius – in thoughts, speech, or writing is most profitable in books: 
For the meaning of the voice [virtus vocis] perishes with the sound; truth latent in the mind [mente latens] is wisdom that is hid and treasure*that is not seen; but truth which shines forth in books desires to manifest itself to every impressionable sense [omni disciplinabili sensui]. It commends itself to the sight when it is read, to the hearing when it is heard, and moreover in a manner to the touch, when it suffers itself to be transcribed, bound, corrected, and preserved, (de Bury i960: 19) 
Others add the sense of taste in the sampling and rumination of what is read. Compared with writing, thoughts lack a discursive partner (socius) and oral instruction does not affect the sense of sight. The written word, on the other hand, is the perfect teacher, a living partner, but without the failings of a person such as bad moods, tiredness, or infirmity and death. Always friendly and 
available to provide information, books "are masters [magistri], who instruct us without rod or ferule, without angry words, with out clothes or money. If you come to them they are not asleep; if you ask and inquire of them, they do not withdraw themselves; they do not chide if you make mistakes; they do not laugh at you if  you are ignorant" (de Bury i960: 21). Books are the teachers, not their authors. The conversation is held with books, not their authors. In them the author is present. This apparent presence is expressed in pictures of authors common in medieval manuscripts. The metaphor accessus ad auctorem, used as a typical medieval formula of introduction, expresses the same concept. That the author is conceived as present is shown in translations of Latin texts into the vernacular. Often the author does not appear as the speaker, as 
in modern translations, but the translator defers to the one to whom he gives a voice: "Here Master X speaks and says ... " 
The metaphor of tradition or its loss speaks of books in terms of living beings. They, or actually the authors embodied in them, suffer in unworthy captivity, rot in cellars subjected to the bites of moths and roaches. Since the transmission of truth depends on the survival of the codices, they must be protected from decay. Nevertheless, they are mortal: "But because all the appliances of mortal men with the lapse of time suffer the decay of mortality, it is needful to replace the volumes that are worn out with age by fresh successors, that the perpetuity of which the individual is by its nature incapable may be secured to the species" (de Bury i960: 147). Longevity (perpetuitas) means a never-ending chain of mortal individuals—the books—in whom the species survives: 
For as the bodies of books [librorum corpora], seeing that they are formed of a combination of contrary elements, undergo a continual dissolution of their structure [suae compositionis], so by the forethought of the clergy a remedy should be found, by means of which the sacred book paying the debt of nature may obtain a natural heir and may raise up like seed to its dead brother, and thus may be verified that saying of Ecclesiasticus: His father is dead, and he is as if he were not dead; for he hath left one behind him that is like himself, (de Bury i960: 147. Cf. Eccles. 30: 4) 
To copy the ancients means to produce sons (propagationes recentium filiorum), to whom the office of the fathers (paternum qfficium) is transferred. The metaphors don't seem totally convincing: a procreation by clerics, with dark relationships (brother? son?). The understanding of tradition is nonetheless clear. Ecclesiasticus speaks of permanence and change in a traditional society. Such a society is made all the more stable as the elders successfully transmit their knowledge to their sons. The heritage of the past changes constantly because it must be passed on from one individual to another. Yet everything remains basically the same as it was and always has been, because the father lives on in the son and in the son's son. Likewise the author lives on in his descendants, his books (de Bury i960: 18). Tradition seems to be a chain of genera
tions. Communication with tradition is therefore not a hermeneutic problem because the substance of the old remains present in thedescendant.
This concept of tradition begins to break apart in early humanism. It is one of the main points that the Reformation attacks. Of course, it was recognized before this that traditions can be distorted. This is not seen, however, as a historical-philological problem (as in the adfontes principle of the humanists). Whatever changes also degenerates. Poor copies are bastards. Their nobility (Richard de Bury uses generositas, the English translation has "purity of race") is ruined, as in a chain of mesalliances, by compilers, revisers, and (worst of all) translators for the laity. Reborn again from generation to generation, they finally degenerate completely (regeneratione tnultiplici renascentes degeneramus omnino). Their true heritage is distorted: "Ah! how often ye pretend that we who are ancient are but lately born, and try to pass us off as sons who are really fathers, calling us who have made you clerks the production of your studies" (de Bury i960: 46, 47). The place in the chain of generations establishes nobility and the claim to truth: the authority of age. 
The Chain of Generations and the Authentic Text 
Brother resembles brother and the son the father, but having a family resemblance is not the same as being identical. It is a fact that, in a manuscript culture, one copy will never be exactly the same as another. But this did not present problems as long as the authenticity of truth was granted by the "purity" of the "genetic heritage." Transmission is therefore above all a moral problem. 
The permanence of truth depends on the scrupulous scribe and his care and not on a philological reconstruction of a corrupted text or on hermeneutic efforts to regain an obscured meaning. The truth remains the same in the generations and branches of the written text if the scribe is not lazy or a counterfeiter (and that means: an adulterer). 
Textual corruption and textual variants, however, could be ignored less and less the more widespread the practice of copying became. The reform movements of the fifteenth century are not the last to criticize variants in sacred texts since they bring forth conflicts about articles of faith, differences in ecclesiastical discipline, and the religious cult. It therefore seemed necessary to Nicholas of Cusa to produce identical missals for all parishes of his diocese. This plan could have hardly been realized in the age of writing and was perhaps, as has been conjectured, based on ties between Cusa and early printers, since now liturgical books no longer needed to be renewed copy for copy but thanks to the new technology could be replaced all at once. 
Yet the idea of the book as an individual within a family did not disappear right away. F. Geldner, an expert on early printing, has described an amazing example. In 1482/84, the bishop of Freising ordered liturgical texts to be meticulously proofread by a Bamberg printer. Evidently this was not done by comparing a sample with the written originals and then making the necessary corrections in the master form or transferring them from the sample to each other copy. Instead, it seems that each copy was compared individually with the written original. Only in this way, according to Geldner (1961: 102), do the payments for the proofreading make sense: 91 florins for 91 breviaries on parchment; 206 florins for 206 obsequies; 400 florins for 400 missals, and so on. The enormous sums as well as the exact correspondence between the numbers of copies and the numbers of florins paid support Geldner's thesis. Otherwise, the proofreading of the sample should have been much more expensive than each transferal of the (few) corrections onto the several copies, an operation requiring far less time. This odd investment is due to the old manuscript culture that required such individual proof, copy after copy. The result of a similar procedure, the proofreading of a printed missal "word for word," seemed like a miracle to the bishop of Regensburg: "And see, it was as if by a miracle of God that the text was found to correspond in order and arrangement in each letter, syllable, word, parts of speech [orationibus], punctuation [punctis], headings, and everything else that is necessary, in every copy [in omnibus et per omnia] to the originals of our church" (Geldner 1961: 104). Correspondence in every detail of every copy (!) was discovered where family resemblance was expected. Now an identical text existed beyond its material realizations. These curious cases, if Geldner has correctly interpreted them, show in an exemplary way how written communication can now be centrally controlled and how it detaches itself from a model of interaction between individuals. 
The Chain of Generations and the Bibliotheca Universalis
Concerning missals, the authoritative text is the result of careful selection and the decisions of the bishop. Such care was never granted in early printing. On the contrary, whatever manuscript happened to be available was chosen for print, and it was therefore left to chance what kinds of texts would experience the greatest distribution. As before, the chain of texts was simply expanded by one link that replaced the preceding one. The original was often destroyed for technical reasons; no matter: it had been replaced (Schottenloher 1931: 94). Humanist scholars and printers eventually opposed this practice (Widmann 1970: xliii). It was no longer sufficient simply to expand the chain; instead, the ever-growing inventory had to be looked through in order to produce the best text from the greatest number of prototypes. For the new philology, the single copies are but steps on the way to the ideal "correct text," which is actually never attainable but must at least i>e attempted in some way by comparison and combination. Meaning is not eternally present in the materiality of the book but must first be reconstructed beyond the distance of tradition. If writing must now be collected and deciphered as a clue to a dim past, then historical understanding becomes a never-ending task for the future. Gesner discovers that the newer text, insofar as it is the result of careful philological efforts, is often better than the older text (the "father"), in which the past seems to be present in its natural state (Gesner 1966: 4v). Historical perspective is inscribed in the new culture of writing from the beginning, even though reflection on it lags behind for two centuries. The generation around 1550 realized a loss of tradition, even though printing seemed at first to secure everything that had been transmitted and was worthy of transmission (quamuis enim ars typographica Hbrorum conseruationi nata uideatur; Gesner 1966: 3r). The loss of tradition manifests itself in the destruction of manuscripts. Nicolaus Mameranus states in 1550 that everybody stupidly trusts the first, best print, that is, the son who replaces the father, and hence accepts that old manuscripts, once printed, are sold, cut up, scraped clean, and then used for other purposes: "The books are printed," they say; "isn't that enough?" Not at all, if one wants to establish the word of the author in its original state (pristinam suam et nativam integritatem), as Mameranus himself says in his edition of Paschasius Radpertus. To reestablish it, all available copies must be collected; "the old exemplars must be preserved with holy zeal, and guarded as a treasure, even if they are printed a thousand times over" (Schottenloher 1931: 93-94). Tradition is no longer considered as this or that codex, but as a whole. Its preservation requires new institutions. Mameranus demands, as do Conrad Gesner and Conrad Lycosthenes, that libraries be placed under public oversight via the nobility and government. The private availability of books, although a highly praised achievement of print (Lycosthenes 1551: p. b ir), does not ensure survival (Gesner 1966: 3r). Gesner's endeavors aim beyond the simple preservation of manuscripts. His Bibliotheca universalis is no longer concerned with individual books but with the transmission of all writing, and it makes little difference to him if the listed titles are still extant or not since, if they are lost now, they could be rediscovered later. Like the more limited catalogues of Trithemius, his Bibliotheca is of an imaginary extension, no longer a stock placed here or there. Its place is the literary public as a whole. Scientific interests are no longer concerned with the individually available manuscript or print but with the abstract unity of text or tradition. The idea of a corporeal presence of books is no longer appropriate to such a concept. Writing finally loses any analogy to face-to-face interaction, such as had always characterized the medieval manuscript culture, even where it was not oriented toward oral forms of communication. Books can come to everyone, but they are no longer individuals in which the absent speaker is embodied. Their longevity is no longer dependent on their material characteristics but on the mechanisms of selection of society's new institutions that keep public and present what is fixed in writing. 
Final Commen t 
The body of the book, in fact a metaphor, was in the manuscript culture a guarantor of the longevity of the word and of the presence of author and meaning. Writing naturally depends on material conditions even after the invention of print. But longevity is guaranteed no longer by the written "monument" itself but rather by the numerous institutions that select the constantly growing reservoir of writings and allow them to become effective. Text and tradition are phenomena beyond the present available stock of books. The author and the meaning he is supposed to intend are sought behind what is written. The ties and analogies to situations involving oral communication are severed. How this process affects modern writing cannot be dealt with here. Today writing seems in any case to be losing its eminent position. The pictures, gestures, and sounds that supplement and replace it do not show a return to the medieval culture of performance (Zumthor 1987b). Technically produced and disseminated, they only simulate the sensual presence that the medieval scribe still experienced in the book.

